Comparative analysis of cost of endoscopic endonasal minimally invasive and sublabial-transseptal approaches to the pituitary.
Two surgical approaches to the pituitary are commonly used: the sublabial-transseptal (SLTS) approach using microscopy and the endonasal endoscopic minimally invasive (MIPS) approach. Although outcomes are similar for both procedures, MIPS has become increasingly prevalent over the last 15 years. Limited cost analysis data comparing the 2 alternatives are available. A retrospective analysis of cost and volume data was performed using data from the published literature and University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) Hospitals. A sensitivity analysis of the parameters was used to evaluate the uncertainty in parameter estimates. The total cost in real dollars ranges from $11,438 to $12,513 and $18,095 to $21,005 per patient per procedure for MIPS and SLTS, respectively, with a cost difference ranging between $5582 and $9567 per patient per procedure. The sensitivity analysis indicates that the total cost for MIPS is most sensitive to: (1) average length of stay, (2) nursing costs, and (3) number of total complications, whereas the total cost for SLTS is most sensitive to: (1) average length of stay, (2) nursing cost, and (3) operating time. MIPS is less costly than SLTS between 94% and 98% of the time. The results indicate that MIPS is less costly than SLTS at a large academic center. Future research should compare the outcomes and quality of life (QoL) associated with the 2 surgeries to improve the data used to determine the cost-effectiveness of MIPS compared to SLTS.